
Present the Positive
Present the Positive would not be complete without highlighting one of our very best and most caring counselors in the district,

Ms. Crystal Olson. Her student centered, tireless work has resulted in countless students and their families receiving additional

counseling, academic support, and other forms of help when they need it most. Ms. Olson constantly advocates for her students,

rolls up her sleeves to help in Ryerson's classrooms, and has been integral in implementing many of our student wellness

initiatives. Ms. Olson provides all of this direct support with families while still keeping their privacy and their hopes in mind to

center her work. She also a valuable resource and support to her colleagues at Ryerson and on the elementary counseling team.

Thank you Ms. Olson for ALL you do!

Ms. Todisco, who is a Kindergarten teacher at James

Fallon, is an amazing teacher. She is always going 

the extra mile. She is kind and caring and 

takes her time with each student.

CHELSEA TODISCO

CRYSTAL OLSON

CHRISTINA MCNULTY
Christina McNulty brightens up the Preakness ECC with the

smile she wears to school everyday. As a classroom para,

the students enjoy and are excited to have her in the

classroom. Christina is always lending a helping hand and is

dedicated to her work! She is a great addition to our staff!
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Present the Positive

Our 2022 Poetry Festival was a tremendous success! In addition to our annual 

Virtual Poetry Month Shelves, Wayne Valley Library Media Specialist Erica Foster and 

Wayne Hills Library Media Specialist Kristen Caldwell created and oversaw in-person 

events, welcoming over 600 students and almost 50 classes to their libraries on April 22nd 

and 25th. Students (and some teachers!) participated in several poetry  writing and reading

stations, learned about poetry, and embraced its uniqueness. All were given the opportunity 

to work on imitation poems, blackout poems, acrostic poems, read  poetry books and 

novels-in-verse, and played a "Hip Hop Lyrics or Classical Poetry?" game. 

At Wayne Hills, students also created concrete "word bubble" poems electronically, and 

flipped through The Lantern (Wayne Hills's school literary and art magazine). Students were

encouraged to submit their work to The Lantern, and share it with their friends and teachers. 

Over at Wayne Valley, they also had the opportunity to participate in an interactive 

"Poem in Your Pocket" activity on the Smart Board, analyze poetry, and use magnetic poetry 

to create new works. We are very excited to make this an annual tradition!

WV & WH POETRY FESTIVAL 
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A huge thank you to the staff that came to Anthony Wayne Middle School to support the 

STARS Spring Fling event for our special education students. These dedicated staff members gave up a Saturday morning or

afternoon to work with special needs students to make sure they all had a positive experience. As a parent in attendance, I saw

the staff members encouraging all students to participate, and providing such an positive and enriching experience for some of

our neediest students. All students were actively engaged due to the efforts of these hard working staff members. Thank you,

you made our special education students feel wonderful!  PreK/Elementary Event Staff: Char-Len Gorski, Gina Rosa, & Patty

Monaco. Secondary Event Staff: Brynn Pearsall, Christina Ferrante, Liz Tible, & Suzanne Deutsch. And a big shout-out to

administrators Jennifer Varano and Dana Sir who were also in attendance at both events! Thank you!

A big shout out to Mrs. Masella who always goes above and beyond for her students and the staff alike! You can always catch

Mrs. Masella implementing fun, engaging and student centered activities in her Science classroom! Mrs. Masella's care for the

GW staff is evident through thoughtful acts of kindness sprinkled throughout the school year. GW is lucky to have you, Mrs.

Masella!

STARS SPRING FLING @ ANTHONY WAYNE MIDDLE SCHOOL

ALYSSA MASELLA
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A huge thank you to the GWMS Band Director,

Mr. Vigiletti - he gives so much of his time and

talent to the students of GW. From organizing

the hugely popular back drumming after school

program to the drumline and honors band, Mr

Vig has helped my student (and so many others)

grow and learn. He is so patient and caring and

has taken a group of students that learned their

instruments over the computer to a beautiful,

cohesive musical ensemble. WTPS is lucky to

have a wonderful group of teachers in the

music department and Mr. Vigiletti is among

the best Wayne has to offer!!

NICOLE PUZAK, TIFFANY POWELL, NICOLE MESSINA

NICHOLAS VIGILETTI

I'd like to give a shout out to my wonderful

grade-level colleagues, Nicole Puzak,

Tiffany Powell, and Nicole Messina. These

ladies are not only dedicated teachers, but

also phenomenal colleagues. We help each

other, lift each other, and work seamlessly

together. I am lucky to have them as grade

level partners!

I am thankful to Mrs. Reaver for all that she does for my son. She goes
above and beyond her duties as his support teacher and makes sure that he
feels loved and supported on a daily basis. Thanks for always being a bright
spot in his day!

DoNNA REAVER
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Mr. Matt Mignanelli needs to be highlighted in our Present the Positive initiative due to the impact he has had on our students

educational environment, their academic outcomes, and with respect to their well being over the past few challenging years.

The COVID pandemic and many other factors have required continual instructional/intervention planning (and many times also

required multiple revisions as state guidance changed), non-stop meetings with various stakeholders, and in person check in

sessions to ensure smooth school operations and that necessary services are provided for our students. Matt Mignanelli has

done all these things and more and has kept his approach focused on what is best for our students regardless of the

challenges he has faced. At the secondary level, there are so many important things to handle in the Director role, from looking

at a myriad of curricular maps, lessons, and materials to providing direct support to schools in confidentially advocating for

care of a student in need. Mr. Mignanelli balances all of these parts of his job on a daily basis but is also still available

whenever someone needs to discuss a concern or plan for a school program on a time sensitive basis. Working at central office

doesn't always allow for all the work one does directly to benefit our students to be highlighted, but the public should know

that many of the services, supports, improvements, and programs offered to our middle school and high school students over

the past two years first crossed Mr. Mignanelli's desk for support and advocacy. He plays a critical role in always considering

what is best for our students and remains positive that we can affect change even in difficult times and situations.

MATT MIGNANELLI


